In this note we describe two modifications of the ScaLAPACK subroutines PxGEQPF for computing the QR factorization with the Businger-Golub column pivoting. First, we resolve a subtle numerical instability in the same way as we have done it for the LAPACK subroutines xGEQPF, xGEQP3 in 2006. [LAPACK Working Note 176 (2006); ACM Trans. Math. Softw. 2008]. The problem originates in the first release of LINPACK in the 1970's : due to severe cancellations in the down-dating of partial column norms, the pivoting procedure may be in the dark completely about the true norms of the pivot column candidates. This may cause miss-pivoting, and as a result loss of the important rank revealing structure of the computed triangular factor, with severe consequences on other solvers that rely on the rank revealing pivoting. The instability is so subtle that e.g. inserting a WRITE statement or changing the process topology can drastically change the result. Secondly, we also correct a programming error in the complex subroutines PCGEQPF, PZGEQPF, which also causes wrong pivoting because of erroneous use of PSCNRM2, PDZNRM2 for the explicit norm computation.
Introduction
In our 2006. paper [10] we revealed a subtle numerical instability in the LAPACK [1] implementations xGEQPF, xGEQP3 of the QR factorization with the Businger-Golub column pivoting [4] . Recall, if A ∈ C m×n , then the pivoted QR factorization reads AΠ = Q R 0 (1) |R 11 | ≥ |R 22 | ≥ · · · ≥ |R nn |; |R ii | ≥ j k=i |R kj | 2 = R(i : j, j) , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.
The structure (2) is the key for a rank revealing property of the factorization; the pivoting strives to maximize |R ii | at each step, thus globally trying to maximize the volume (absolute value of the determinant) of R, which is an important mechanism for the strong rank revealing property of the factorization. Further, the strong diagonal dominance of R enhances the accuracy of the computed factorization and the stability of the backward substitutions, e.g., in solving the least squares problems [10] . Due to the special structure (2) , the matrix R r = diag(1/ R(i, :) ) n i=1 R is well conditioned independent of the condition number of A, which is the key ingredient in a Jacobi type SVD method [7] , [6] , [13, 14] . The factorization (1) is also at the kernel of the QDEIM method [11] , [12] which is a useful tool in nonlinear model order reduction and optimal sensor placement. In finite precision, the inequalities (2) may hold up to a small roundoff, which is acceptable [10] .
Although (2) was specified in the definitions of xGEQPF and xGEQP3, we were able to construct examples for which it failed dramatically in both subroutines -the |R ii |'s where not monotonically decreasing and did not dominate the remaining sub-columns, and the numerical rank of A was severely underestimated. What pivot selections. In this case, the problem is pure programming bug, and in §4. 4 we argue that the probability of detecting it by the usual testing with random matrices is tiny. Final remarks are given in §5.
How PxGEQPF can fail and why
To illustrate the problem, we run PxGEQPF on a contrived example. We should warn the reader that the example below may not be reproducible on his/her computing platform, and that experimenting with the parameters might be needed to discover instances that exhibit the undesired behavior.
An example
For the record, in the experiments we have used the following computational environment:
• 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2690 v3 @ 2.60GHz (24 cores in total);
• 256 GB RAM, each processor is equipped with 30 MB of cache memory;
• CentOS Linux release 7.6;
• Intel Parallel Studio XE 2016 + MKL 11.3;
• gfortran 4.8.5 with the built-in system BLAS and LAPACK libraries;
The following examples are generated by using the gfortran compiler, but the same effects are easily obtained with ifort as well.
Example 1. As pointed out in [10] , Kahan matrices can be used to quickly find many instances of erroneous pivoting. Let c ∈ [0, 1], s 2 + c 2 = 1 with s > 0, K 1 (c) = [1] , and let
denote the Kahan matrix of order n. Consider the matrix M n (c) = K n (c) + K T n (c), for n = 500, and c = 0.44300000000000006. This matrix was provided as input to the ScaLAPACK routine PDGEQPF, and the diagonal of the upper triangular factor R produced by the routine is shown in Figures 1a and 1b. Figure 1a shows the result of running PDGEQPF on a grid divided into NPROW=6 process rows and NPCOL=4 process columns. Figure 1b uses the same input matrix, but now with NPROW=4 and NPCOL=6. Both plots demonstrate the failure of the pivoting: the red line showing absolute values of the diagonal elements should be decreasing, and it should stay above the blue line, showing max j=i+1:n R(i : j, j) , at all times. Furthermore, note that by simply changing the grid topology the result changes, which is unexpected-the input matrix is the same, the compiler and its options are the same, the code being run is the same, although the computation is reordered. With such a behaviour, it is possible that simply upgrading the machine by adding more processors changes the pivoting, the computed factorization, the numerical rank of the same input matrix. This is not a signature of a numerically robust algorithm.
The second example shows this effect in an even more drastic way.
Example 2. Let the input matrix be the Kahan matrix, K n (c), for n = 700 and c = 0.41800000000000004. In exact arithmetic, K n (c) already has the structure (2) and in (1) both Q and Π are identities. The results of running the PDGEQPF routine are shown in the bottom row of Figure 1 . Due to the subtlety of the bug, the choice of c producing an erroneous output depends on many factors (compiler, compiler options, processor configuration, etc.), and may differ from the ones used above on a particular system. However, since the presented test matrices are paramatrized by a single parameter, the reader can easily generate similar situations on his/her computer.
This failure to produce the structure (2) makes it very easy to make more mistakes. For instance, since (2) is considered indubitable 2 , the numerical rank is determined by scanning the diagonal of R downwards from the upper left corner and it is set to k if k is the first index for which |R k+1,k+1 | < τ |R kk |, where τ is a threshold value. This may cause severe underestimating of the numerical rank which then causes, e.g., entirely wrong solution of a least squares problem, or missing many important directions if the factorization is used in computing a POD basis for model order reduction. Further, the important preconditioning effect can be lost. Moreover, changing the processes' topology or adding more processors may change the results considerably!
The source of the failure
For the sake of completeness and for the reader's convenience, we briefly explain the source of the problem. This will then make the modification of the source code in Section 3 clear. For a detailed analysis and discussion we refer the reader to [10] , which is used in this section.
Partial column norm down-dating
Consider the k-th step in the Householder QR factorization with column pivoting. The input matrix is A (0) = A = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ C m×n and let A (k) be the intermediate result after k steps. Let Π k be the column permutation matrix that leaves the first k columns unchanged and that in [A (k) Π k ](k + 1 : m, k + 1 : n) the first column dominates the others in euclidean length -this is the essence of the Businger-Golub column pivoting. Consider now the matrix
To perform the pivoting, the permutation Π k used the norms ω
, which must be available at each step. Elements to be annihilated (marked by ) are in the vector z (k) k . Let H k be Householder reflector such that
Set Q k = I k ⊕ H k and compute the next iteration
The history of the problem confirms that (2) has always been taken for granted.
The permutation Π k ensures that = |R kk | ≥ ω (k) j for all j ≥ k. For the next step, in order to determine the permutation Π k+1 , we need the column norms ω
To that end, we recall (3) and (4).
Orthogonality of H k implies that in (4) the norm of z
Since initially ω
can be recursively computed from ω (k) j and β (k+1) j , using (6). This is appealing because recomputing the column norms of the trailing submatrices of the A (k) 's incurs an unacceptable increase of computational complexity. It also facilitates use of the aggregated transformations, because only the β k+1 j 's are needed to compute the next pivoting columns; this is used in xGEQP3.
Massive cancellations and safety switch
Note that (ω (k) j ) k≥1 is nonincreasing sequence, obtained by successive subtractions, which makes it prone to multiple catastrophic cancellations. In LINPACK (and later in LAPACK and many other software packages) a safety device monitors the down-dating history of each partial column norm and, if at some step k the update (6) is not considered to be numerically safe, the corresponding value ω (k+1) j is computed explicitly by calling a function that computes the euclidean vector norm. Note that we use the tilde to denote actually computed quantities. After this explicit norm computation, a copy of ω
. Thus, at any moment in the algorithm, ν j contains the last explicitly computed partial column norm in the j-th column. Initially, ν j = computed( A(:, j) ).
The safety device in LAPACK and ScaLAPACK first computes the control variables
where the predicted loss part (≈ ( ω approximates the corresponding partial column norm, i.e. how much the norm has dropped by the subtractions (6) since its last explicit computation. Then, TEMP2 is compared to one: if it equals one, then the norm is recomputed explicitly; otherwise the formula (6) is deployed.
Algorithm 1
The partial column norm down-dating strategy in LINPACK /LAPACK /ScaLAPACK 1: Compute TEMP2 as in (7) .
Compute ω Compute ω (k+1) j using the formula (6) . 6 
: end if
The testing of TEMP2 against one was probably meant by the developers of xqrdc to test
where ε denotes the roundoff unit.
Discussion
Using the comparison in Line 2 of Algorithm 1 to check (8) In [10] we show that this is indeed an important issue in the pivoted QR factorization codes. Simply by invoking this compiler option, thus preventing the comparison of the long register value of TEMP2 with one, may considerably change the computed factorization.
The same undesirable effect is obtained if immediately after computing TEMP2, and before comparing it with one, we insert a write statement to display the value of TEMP2 (WRITE(*,*) TEMP2). The WRITE command causes spilling TEMP2 to working precision memory location, thus possibly changing its value, and the result of Line 2 of Algorithm 1 might be different. We refer the reader to [10] , [3] , where numerous examples are given how a WRITE(*,*) statement dramatically changes the computed numerical rank, the solution of a least squares problem, or the staircase form of a linear time invariant dynamical system.
The above problem can be removed by replacing the implicit test in Line 2 with the scheme outlined in Algorithm 2 . If we want this to be compatible with (8) , then tol = 20ε. This modified switching between Algorithm 2 A modified column norm down-dating strategy
{Note that this is different from (7)} 2: if TEMP2 ≤ tol then Compute ω Compute ω (k+1) j using the formula (6). 6: end if the scalar formula down-dating and explicit norm computation improves the result on many examples, but not all of them. There is still a possibility that to the pivoting device a column may appear of much larger norm that it actually is and may be wrongly selected as a new pivot. If that occurs for several columns then the result of pivoting can be such as shown on the figures in §2.1. Simply put, the pivoting procedure is in the dark completely about the actual norms of the columns among which the pivots are selected. (Actually, even a zero column could be selected as pivot despite the fact that all remaining pivot candidates are nonzero.)
A tedious analysis in [10] shows that the proper tolerance level in Line 2 of Algorithm 2 is tol = √ ε. In the next section, we show how to implement this modification in the source code of PxGEQPF.
New version of PxGEQPF
In this section we show to implement the modification from §2.2.3 in a backward compatible way. The changes will be explained using the critical parts of the source code of PDGEQPF.
First, define the tolerance TOL3Z as a double precision variable This modification was theoretically analyzed and tested in [10] . In [10, §4.3] we also proposed a stronger (in the sense of error analysis) partial column norm down-dating scheme that needed an extra n-dimensional array in the work space. This extra work space precluded backward compatibility, and was not used in the modifications of xGEQPF and xGEQP3.
Remark 2. Similar modification can be applied to xGEQPX in [2] , and make the corresponding rank revealing strategy more robust.
Remark 3. We discovered the problem through rigorous stress testing of the Jacobi SVD algorithm [13, 14] which uses (1, 2) in the pre-processing phase as a preconditioner for the one sided Jacobi iterations. Systematic large scale adversarial testing was used to check the theoretical error bounds, in particular when the input matrices only barely satisfied the assumptions of the perturbation theory. The testing procedure singled out all matrices for which the measured error in the singular values was larger than predicted by the perturbation theory. After checking the stored control variables, we discovered that in all those suspicious cases the row scaled matrix R r = diag(1/ R(i, :) ) n i=1 R was extremely ill-conditioned, which we knew it shouldn't be happening, because of the diagonal dominance (2).
Another error in PCGEQPF and PZGEQPF
After successful testing of the modification described in §3.2 on the real data (PSGEQPF, PDGEQPF) we routinely changed the complex subroutines PCGEQPF and PZGEQPF. Unfortunately and unexpectedly, the complex subroutines did not pass the test. The failure was of the same kind -the pivoting was wrong, despite our modification!
An example of failure
The complex versions of PxGEQPF seem to contain one additional error in the norm-updating part of the code, unrelated to the numerical issue discussed above. In fact, we were able to trace the error to the branch of the down-dating strategy where the partial column norm is computed explicitly by calling the PyxNRM2 function.
Consider the original code in PCGEQPF:
PCGEQPF.F, lines 502:520 
END IF
To show that the problem is related to the call of PSCNRM2 in Line 510, we replace Line 508 with 508 IF( ONE.EQ.ONE ) THEN thus enforcing explicit call to PSCNRM2 at every step. Since in that case there is no down-dating issue, we expect that the QR-routine never fails to produce R satisfying (2) . However, running the code on a random 100 × 100 matrix-or, essentially on any matrix-produces a non-sorted diagonal. Figure 2 demonstrates the issue.
After an analysis, it appears that PSCNRM2 is computing the norm of a wrong column: instead of J+LL-JJ, the column index in Line 511 should be J+LL-JJ+1: 
Source of the error
The programming error is related to a shift of the indices in the complex routines. Presumably, the code for PCGEPQF was created by adapting the routine PSGEQPF which operates on input matrices of type REAL. Unlike the later routine, which uses only a single real work array, the complex routine splits the auxiliary work arrays in two parts: array RWORK of type REAL, and array WORK of type COMPLEX. To simplify indexing in these two arrays, the loop in Line 3 502 starts with LL=JJ, while the same loop in PSGEQPF starts with LL=JJ-1. It appears that all the array indices have been correctly updated to reflect this shifting, except for the column index in Line 511: from J+LL-JJ+2 in PSGEQPF, it was erroneously translated to J+LL-JJ, while the correct value should be J+LL-JJ+1.
Discussion: why has this not been detected by the test routines
Why is this problem difficult to detect by testing the code on many random matrices of different sizes, with varying input parameters, process topology, block sizes, compiler options?
There are three key factors that conspire to make the problem practically undetectable by large scale testing on random matrices.
First, random matrices are well conditioned with high probability. For instance [5, Theorem 4.6 , Theorem 5.6] states that for n ≥ m ≥ 2, and a random matrix A ∈ C m×n whose elements are independent and identically distributed standard complex normal random variables, the condition number of A can be estimated in probability by 1 2π
where x ≥ n − m + 1 and C ≤ 6.298, c ≥ 0.319 are universal constants (independent of x, m, n). Further, we have in expectation
see [5, Theorem 6.2] and [15] . Hence, a typically used random matrix to test the code is always expected to be well conditioned. Secondly, it has been shown in [10] that for a tall 4 matrix A a necessary condition for the failure of the original LINPACK down-dating formula is that
In that case we also have that
And thirdly, by [21] ,
In general, it possible that κ 2 (A c ) κ 2 (A), but in this case of randomly generated A, it is most likely that κ 2 (A c ) ≈ κ 2 (A). Altogether, as a corollary of the above, we have
Hence, the sensitive branch of the down-dating strategy from §2.2.1 and §2.2.2, that caused the failure of the pivoting in the ill-conditioned cases, was working, with high probability, well on random matrices (without massive catastrophic cancellations), thus preventing detection of the problem in the other branch in the well conditioned (random) cases. Hence, the probability of testing the explicit calls to PSCNRM2/PDZNRM2 (and detecting the error) was rather tiny.
From ScaLAPACK forum (ScaLAPACK Archives, October 2011)
It should be noted that computational practitioners have already experienced and reported that PxGEQPF sometimes returns badly structured triangular factor. For example, in the LAPACK forum 5 
Concluding remarks
The problem with the stability of the down-dating and its analysis and solution presented in [9] , [10] , [3] and in this note are both instructive and worrying. It should be worrying that the output of one of the key computational routines of matrix computations can be drastically changed by inserting a seemingly innocuous WRITE statement in the source code, or by changing the topology of the processes, and that such problem had been around undetected in all major software packages from 1965. until 2006., and that it is still (in 2019.) present in some libraries. Our work on this problem has resolved the issue in LAPACK [9, 10] , SLICOT [3] , ScaLAPACK (with this note) and other packages that use these libraries as computing engines (such as, e.g., MATLAB ). Unfortunately, the problem has not been purged from all relevant libraries. The pure programming bug in complex subroutines ( §4) is simpler in nature, but equally damaging and equally worrying.
On the other hand, this is an instructive case study for testing software implementations of numerical methods. The developments efforts, testing and tuning of scientific computing software have been mainly focused on speed; flops seem to be more appealing feature than numerical robustness and reliability. Too often is a routine backward error analysis, conveniently expressed in matrix norms, considered to be a theoretical certificate for the implementation, which is then tested by checking that the norm of the residual is small. Verifying that the residual is small for many randomly generated matrices is necessary but not necessarily sufficient condition. So, for example, in a followup to the post cited in §4.5, David Wang wrote ... Also, the output matrices still multiply to give the original matrix. Only the pivoting appears to be wrong.
So, both errors, one originating from the first release of LINPACK in the 1970's and the other from the first release of ScaLAPACK in the 1990's, have always passed the residual test, and the affected subroutines have been used in many scientific computing packages that have been (presumably) tested as well. The discussion in §4.4 shows that the often used testing with random matrices may actually fail to test a particular branch of the code due to the fact that the test cases are well conditioned with high probability. This indicates that the testing of scientific computing software is not adequate, that the implementation phase is detached from the numerical analysis of the finite precision execution of the algorithm. Further, using the software debugging tools to analyze the execution of the code in a vicinity of a singularity of our computational task may be misleading. In such cases, perhaps the old fashioned source code printouts and colored markers, together with pencil and paper for an analysis, should be reconsidered as a useful debugging tools.
On the other hand, the discovery of this problem, as described in Remark 3, shows the benefits of conscientiously stress testing the code under the auspices of numerical analysis and perturbation theory. Such an approach follows the principles advocated by Kahan [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] .
Of course, high performance is important and all the efforts to improve the run time are well justified. But it is also the responsibility and the duty of the scientific computing community to strive for robustness and reliability of numerical software that is used in applied sciences and engineering, often as a mission critical factor of an engineering design. The difficulty of the task is best described by the following quote from [18] :
In conscientiously tested numerical software, the rarity of roundoff-induced anomalies makes them extremely difficult to find by analysis and/or testing.
Worse, the anomalies can be simultaneously rare, hard to find, and dense in the data.
This too is both instructive and worrying.
